CAPRINA!
presents:

SOLO EVA

!
A Family Show.
Indoors but also be performed Outdoor.
Contemporany Clown. No Text.

!

A tribute to the Eve
that lives in every woman.

Solo Eva stems from the Adam and Eve myth as a

pretext to address the issue of Freedom when facing Authority.
“Solo Eva”, moves so far away from the myth that no
parallels to it are found, only its symbols. It is a contemporary
piece, which aims to capture the conflict inherent to personal
duality as our main obstacle for living in expansion
(Paradise). Another big obstacle is our conditioning,
imbued with prejudices, traditions and social conventions.
This proposal focuses on the ability for self-creation and
making our own decisions as opposed to the concept of

destiny.
Only Eve is a journey to our origins, our essence.!

Claim only one Right:
to be able to Love and be Loved.

It deals with true emancipation, which begins in
every woman's soul.

Without Adam because our only antagonist is
the authority that we inflict on ourselves.!

SYNOPSIS
This clown is EVE. A contemporary EVE, made of
flesh and bone and of her own ribs. Without Adam
(nor the Original Sin) She lives in conflict between
desire and duty, prey to her routine and duality.
Our EVE will stumble upon herself in the search for
Paradise and she will do whatever necessary to solve
her difficulties, while having the opportunity to make
a genuine judgment on the act of “biting the apple”
and questioning authority. Are we created or... do
we create ourselves?
!
!

ARTÍSTIC PROFILE
Title: SOLO EVA
Company: Caprina
Discipline: Clown
Lenght: 45’
Language: No Text
Audience: Family
Creation and Performance: Isabel Morera
External Perpective: Alba Sarraute
Scenography: Miguel Ángel Morales
Costume: Caprina
Photography: Eulàlia Prat
Light Design: Sandra Caballero
Video: Julián Waisbord
Musical Inspiration: Charles Chaplin
Technical Requeriments:
- Stage Mesures: 5x4x3 m.
- Sound: sound board with its cables and spare parts.
- Lighting: one light bar and filters - Mounting and dismountign: 45’

CONTACT:
!

+34 606 999 295
info@lacaprina.com
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www.lacaprina.com

